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Abstract
When the data is distributed across multiple servers, efficient data exchange between the
servers (or workers) for solving the distributed learning problem is an important problem
and is the focus of this paper. We propose a fast, privacy-aware, and communication-
efficient decentralized framework to solve the distributed machine learning (DML) problem.
The proposed algorithm, GADMM, is based on Alternating Direct Method of Multiplier
(ADMM) algorithm. The key novelty in GADMM is that each worker exchanges the locally
trained model only with two neighboring workers, thereby training a global model with lower
amount of communication in each exchange. We prove that GADMM converges faster than
the centralized batch gradient descent for convex loss functions, and numerically show that it
is faster and more communication-efficient than the state-of-the-art communication-efficient
centralized algorithms such as the Lazily Aggregated Gradient (LAG), in linear and logistic
regression tasks on synthetic and real datasets. Furthermore, we propose Dynamic GADMM
(D-GADMM), a variant of GADMM, and prove its convergence under time-varying network
topology of the workers.
1. Introduction
Distributed optimization plays a pivotal role in distributed machine learning applica-
tions (Ahmed et al., 2013; Dean et al., 2012; Li et al., 2013, 2014) that commonly aims
to minimize 1N
∑N
n=1 fn(θ) with N workers. As illustrated in Fig. 1-(a), this problem is
often solved by locally minimizing fn(θn) at each worker and globally averaging their
model parameters θn’s (and/or gradients) at a parameter server, thereby yielding the global
model parameters θ (Tsianos et al., 2012). Such a centralized solution is, however, not
capable of addressing a large network size that exceeds the parameter server’s coverage
range, calling for decentralized solutions without the server. To this end, one can formulate
the aforementioned problem as an average consensus problem that minimizes 1N
∑N
n=1 fn(θn)
under the constraint θn=θ (Bertsekas and Tisitsiklis, 1989). A primal-dual decomposition
method can solve this problem in a decentralized way (Bedi and Rajawat, 2018; Chang
et al., 2014b; Jaggi et al., 2014), yet is not scalable since the constraint entails exponentially
increasing communication rounds with N . Moreover, the primal-dual decomposition methods
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local gradient update1
global weight update3
global weight DL
head group
2
head primal update1
tail primal update3
w1 w3 wN-1
w2 w4
tail group
tail→head Tx4
✓
(k+1)
n2Nh  ✓
(k)
n 1, ✓
(k)
n+1
<latexit sha1_base64="3RicTtC+6OW6zKDxRYOYyGxoVSI=">AAA XinicndjbbuO4GQdw7/a0TbftbAs0FwUKo5kBkm52YM+2KDpFgU3snBMncZw4ByUGJVGWxqKkkagchlAfrG/Su962T1FKoviXlLQXa2DG4o8f KZL6KMkxI99LeK/3z88+/8EPf/Tjn3zx06WfffnzX/zy1Ve/ukjCNLbouRX6YXxpkoT6XkDPucd9ehnFlDDTp1NzMcjrp/c0TrwwmPCniN4y Mg88x7MIlzR7NTG4SzmZicDwAoMR7lrEF6Ns5mZ3YnXxdX8t6xo+dTiJ4/Chq6O/6Rf1a9k67OvKZq9Wem97xaf7/KCvDlY66nMy++o3vzPs0 EoZDbjlkyS56fcifitIzD3Lp9nS0pKRJjQi1oLMqXBIYD25drzepVHiePPye71LWMJdVnznMykOkidmFgdOGPBkvZukpmyRxnS9W6xe1uiZuz GVhZhzYubnrdXdBCGxP6SJHJbl8WadsIvum0YDOZ+YtEOtkOXTlOgFlp/aVLiU2LQ1EJb63JMr3lTTmyc8TmXjJSOgD3Lhw5gyob4zMVEHjVr ZNggffGrPaXHiG1VxKzZaNUtvGu38eRh7ckHrLbQ1T/HohY2wotwIsWSS1iIGebEZ4BOv3segKDdDwnzF8lyuxwHbwbbHn8Uqa4d+oBaXSdGM rbAZLOdP41a/2hqhNnW8oD2GIbARTB8Ji/z6CLaUtMJobHlJM05RI9CnjJFMHBZfrenGoe+T+CmTk6wOGxFByElr2KOKGoFRHMp9Ur9sJ0ra YVGYlJPOI3ShESX/kXiRiXH53ahLQj9tjeisomZgKucr51OLU9LM2EQGRuWANnD8/IpkwjCd7ouXIp+8E8asDNETl7tIXnijnI0QRhB6gS23V zePKuf23nATuaep6L39k2yS5fs5b/OR2uK1YfpyyyYfUxLT11lZIU8VOuhKGJRFbr6SofM+62b1qGTxLO5sQbnldsNikI0WNLBV167j+X43H0 GmJlCrKwb7B2HkMdnf8yBD3iTzCB579/ljykiDZOFF36/tfd7024hXy7AliidR4oitaqBne6Ox1rygK+pe4716+FivsC+Kp5mKioURe3O3Kq6 WlauquKZq11TZN8t6Q1TNTRVhVKe9KSNuVPFW1d+qG3Z+7yeBLS+QTDt5leQTwszv/GpwJpPpUjyV5F6wM/FN8eluhuEizxpJXUXV+dx8TC6 RF9qXz3ybZDNT16StmlTVWEROm9NHLpdmkJHqUC9dZMlnUjSz7kQIyvOpxNXeWsVjMZ4Z8tlfFYugkppxNQ4x9GJczUFWC1vVld8zsZo3Xue6 x4HQ7yoDfZYjIc9ypIssL7KqeIgWh/VpjeWsRE++uFTZMs7q1YN29YDUA2xatO//j/Y2HbSr6+1lYgbCePBsyj1frpFRZmpRx8uF4VXZt8NU3 l90P8PszqByR6lTPa+NVFXqxJq3x0gDs+Um4nNVt44iO+Q9SeprPW7zxRCzHkIdRxQuD7J29vM8u2/6t6JsW8v4lX7RQyPY9FP6LLpAFf69d8 8FcuJCz80LhHmnJuUFmHOYclTIgq4ZpmI4KzmNNJoaTVdjpDGyNNoa7aDCUSpGM4FOK7bBNsY2TmWmP48e2+Ba9DQV07v2eKe2RoyCp4K/0C+ 3wbV+U9Hu1BbtHu9LMR1xX7sIivQ12FXtdvXim0o2N/UtwlE03q7IKS+n7MnRQ1W3OjGJNYVcmTyq0JIbU10E3V38SZ/iertIszcymXy764c P8oVLvsCqwT3J/8X7v1VjJUKPg+SL86ZbzUG7ibSyoBbUhtpQSsG0thsdUZ95xXPoHOpCXagH9aAfoB+gC+gC6kN9KIMyaACtbzBoCI2gyEDz I/QjNIbG0ASaQDkUW9lMoSn0HnoPfYA+QB+hj9An6BP0E/QTtAftFbc3lXYWiTxO/K5PufyxkajoDURvoI9N6CZ0AB1Ah9AhdAu6Bd2GbkN3o DvQXegudA+6B92H7kMPoAfQQ+gh9Ah6BB1BR9Bj6DH0BHoCPYWeQsdQPM7NM+gZdAKdQM+h59AL6AV0Cp1CL6GX0CvoFfQaeq1yqiia/ye1mE 4ts5ZabBOK1GIDKFKLDaFILbYFRWqxbShSi+1AkVpsF4rUYntQpBbbhyK12AEUqcUOoUgtdgRFarERFKnFjqFILXYCRWqxUyhSi42hSC12BkV qsQkUqcXOoUgtdgFFarEpFKnFLqFILXYFRWqxa2iVWgPie/OYRK5nvZxa1gbevDb0M3gTqB/z1ktv+tYQONS4BdQ/G61toH6wWzvAHY27QP3 eYe0B9zTuA/c1HgAPNL70o8M6AuofK9YIONJ4DDzWeAI80XgKPNU4BuqfFdYZ8EzjBDjReA481/jSK7M1BU41XgIvNV4BrzReA6812kD5BjR7 tdJv//34+cHFu7f9b9++O/3jynfr6m/LX3R+2/l9Z7XT7/y5811nt3PSOe9YnX90/tX5d+c/y18uv1v+y/Jfy9DPP1Ntft1pfJaH/wUctgqn< /latexit>
✓
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n2Nh
<latexit sha1_base64="3xrQTJ5WqNNQsUHHc9yu2/vuAoU=">AAA XWHicndjbbuO4GQdw7/awu+lpdgvsXBQojM0MkGnTgb3bosAABTaxc06cxDk4ByUGRVG2xqKkkagchlCv+zS9bV+lfZpSEsW/pKR7sQZmLP74 kSKpj5IcO/K9RPR6//nk05/89Gc//+zzL5Z+8ctf/fo3L7786jwJ05iyMxr6YXxhk4T5XsDOhCd8dhHFjHDbZxN7McjrJ3csTrwwOBWPEbvh ZBZ4rkeJUDR98Y0l5kyQqQwsL7A4EXNKfDnKpvPsVq4s/th/k01fLPfe9opP9+lBXx8sd/TnaPrl17+3nJCmnAWC+iRJrvu9SNxIEguP+ixbW lqy0oRFhC7IjEmXBPRx7sSrXRYlrjcrv1e7hCdizovvfFzFQfLI7eLADQORrHaT1FYt0pitdou1yBo9i3nMVCEWgtj5eWt110FInPdpooZFPd Gsk07RfdNYoOYTk3YoDXk+TYVeQP3UYXLOiMNaA+GpL7w4vG+q7c0SEaeq8ZIVsHt1IcKYcam/M3mqDxq1qm0Q3vvMmbHixNe64kautWqWXjf a+bMw9tSC1lsYa57iwQsbYUW5EUJVytUiBnmxGeATr97HoCg3Q8J8xfLMrMcB28GOJ57EamuHvmdUqKRoxlbYDFbzZ3GrX2ONUIe5XtAewxDY CGYPhEd+fQQbWlphLKZe0ozT1Aj0Geckk/vFV2u6cej7JH7M1CSrw0ZEEArSGvaookZgFIdqn9Qv25GWdlgUJuWk8whTaESpfyReZHJcfjfq ktBPWyM6qagZmKr5qvnU4rQ0MzZRgVE5oDUcP70imbRst/vspcgn74YxL0PMxNUuUhfeKmcjpRWEXuCo7dXNo8q5vbPmidrTTPbe/kU1yfL9n Lf5wBz5yrJ9tWWTDymJ2ausrFCnCl10JS3Go3m+kqH7Lutm9ahk8STuZMEEnXfDYpCNFixwdNdz1/P9bj6CTE+gVlcM9g/SymOyv+dBlrpJ5h Ei9u7yh46VBsnCi35c27u86XeRqJZhQxbPlcSVG9VAT3ZGY6N5wVTUvcY79fCxWWFfWj5zhY6KpRV7s3lVXCkrV3Txja59o8u+XdZbsmpu6wi rOu11GXGtize6/kbfsPN7PwkcdYFU2qmrpJ4Qdn7n14OzuUqX4qmk9oKTyT8Vn+56GC7yrFHU1VSdb56PaU7UhfbVE9wh2dQ2NWmrJtU1lKh pC/Yg1NIMMlIdmqWLqHomRVN6K0NQnk8lrvTeVDyW46ml3gWqYhFUUjOuxiGGXoyrOchqYau68nsqV/LGq8L0OJDmzWNgznIg1VkOTJHnRV4V 99Fivz6tsZqV7KlXlypbxlm9etCuHpB6gMOK9v3/095hg3Z1vb1KzEBa957DhOerNbLKTC3qRLkwoir7Tpiq+4vpZ5jdWkztKH2qp7WRrkrd2 PDmGGlgt9xGfK761lFkh7onKX1lxm0/G2LXQ5jrysLVQdbOfpFn93X/RpZtaxm/3C96aATbfsqeRBeow3/07jlHTpybuXmBtG/1pLwAcw5TgQ pVMDXDVA6nJaeRQdugPTcYGYyoQcegE1Q4SuVoKtFpxQ7YwdjGqcr0p9FjB1yLnqRyctse78QxiFGIVIpn+hUOuNZvKtudOrLd410ptivvahd Bk7kG27rdtll8W8v6urlFuJrGmxW55eVUPblmqPpWJ09jQ6HQpo4qpGpj6otguos/mlNcbRZp9lolk+90/fBevXCpF1g9uEf1v3z3t2qsRJp xkHxxXnerORi3kVYUSqEO1IEyBma13ejK+swrnkFn0Dl0DvWgHvQ99D10AV1AfagP5VAODaD1DQYNoREUGWh/gH6AxtAYmkATqIBiK9spNIXe Qe+g99B76AP0AfoIfYR+hH6E9qC94vam046SyBPE7/pMqB8biY5eQ/Qa+liHrkMH0AF0CB1CN6Ab0E3oJnQLugXdhm5Dd6A70F3oLnQPugfdh +5DD6AH0BF0BD2EHkKPoEfQY+gxdAzF49w+gZ5AT6Gn0DPoGfQceg6dQCfQC+gF9BJ6Cb2CXumcKor2D6QWN6ll11KLr0ORWnwARWrxIRSpxT egSC2+CUVq8S0oUotvQ5FafAeK1OK7UKQW34Mitfg+FKnFD6BILT6CIrX4IRSpxY+gSC1+DEVq8TEUqcVPoEgtfgpFavEzKFKLn0ORWnwCRWr xCyhSi19CkVr8Clql1oD43iwm0dyjz6cWXcOb15p5Bq8DzWOePvemT4fAocENoPnZSDeB5sFOt4BbBreB5r2D7gB3DO4Cdw3uAfcMPvejgx4 AzY8VOgKODB4CDw0eAY8MHgOPDY6B5mcFPQGeGDwFnho8A54ZfO6VmU6AE4MXwAuDl8BLg1fAK4MOUL0BTV8s99t/P356cP7t2/53b789/vPy 96v6b8ufd37X+aaz0ul3/tr5vrPdOeqcdWjnH51/dv7V+ffX/33ZefnZyy/K0E8/0W1+22l8Xn71P8mg95k=</latexit>
(a) Distributed gradient descent (centralized) (b) GADMM (decentralized)
✓
(k+1)
n2Nt  ✓
(k)
n 1, ✓
(k)
n+1
<latexit sha1_base64="/WwMA0umSnO+wYAyJDoxzlkeisk=">AAA XinicndjbbuO4GQdw7/a0TbftbAs0FwUKo5kBkm52YM+2KDpFgU3snBMncZw4ByUGJVGWxqKkkagchlAfrG/Su962T1FKoviXlLQXa2DG4o8f KZL6KMkxI99LeK/3z88+/8EPf/Tjn3zx06WfffnzX/zy1Ve/ukjCNLbouRX6YXxpkoT6XkDPucd9ehnFlDDTp1NzMcjrp/c0TrwwmPCniN4y Mg88x7MIlzR7NTG4SzmZicDwAoMR7lrEF6NsxrM7sbr4ur+WdQ2fOpzEcfjQ1dHf9Iv6tWwd9nVls1crvbe94tN9ftBXBysd9TmZffWb3xl2a KWMBtzySZLc9HsRvxUk5p7l02xpaclIExoRa0HmVDgksJ5cO17v0ihxvHn5vd4lLOEuK77zmRQHyRMziwMnDHiy3k1SU7ZIY7reLVYva/TM3Z jKQsw5MfPz1upugpDYH9JEDsvyeLNO2EX3TaOBnE9M2qFWyPJpSvQCy09tKlxKbNoaCEt97skVb6rpzRMep7LxkhHQB7nwYUyZUN+ZmKiDRq1 sG4QPPrXntDjxjaq4FRutmqU3jXb+PIw9uaD1Ftqap3j0wkZYUW6EWDJJaxGDvNgM8IlX72NQlJshYb5ieS7X44DtYNvjz2KVtUM/UIvLpGjG VtgMlvOncatfbY1Qmzpe0B7DENgIpo+ERX59BFtKWmE0trykGaeoEehTxkgmDouv1nTj0PdJ/JTJSVaHjYgg5KQ17FFFjcAoDuU+qV+2EyXt sChMyknnEbrQiJL/SLzIxLj8btQloZ+2RnRWUTMwlfOV86nFKWlmbCIDo3JAGzh+fkUyYZhO98VLkU/eCWNWhuiJy10kL7xRzkYIIwi9wJbbq 5tHlXN7b7iJ3NNU9N7+STbJ8v2ct/lIbfHaMH25ZZOPKYnp66yskKcKHXQlDMoiN1/J0HmfdbN6VLJ4Fne2oNxyu2ExyEYLGtiqa9fxfL+bjy BTE6jVFYP9gzDymOzveZAhb5J5BI+9+/wxZaRBsvCi79f2Pm/6bcSrZdgSxZMoccRWNdCzvdFYa17QFXWv8V49fKxX2BfF00xFxcKIvblbFVf LylVVXFO1a6rsm2W9IarmpoowqtPelBE3qnir6m/VDTu/95PAlhdIpp28SvIJYeZ3fjU4k8l0KZ5Kci/Ymfim+HQ3w3CRZ42krqLqfG4+Jpf IC+3LZ75Nspmpa9JWTapqLCKnzekjl0szyEh1qJcusuQzKZpZdyIE5flU4mpvreKxGM8M+eyvikVQSc24GocYejGu5iCrha3qyu+ZWM0br3Pd 40Dod5WBPsuRkGc50kWWF1lVPESLw/q0xnJWoidfXKpsGWf16kG7ekDqATYt2vf/R3ubDtrV9fYyMQNhPHg25Z4v18goM7Wo4+XC8Krs22Eq7 y+6n2F2Z1C5o9SpntdGqip1Ys3bY6SB2XIT8bmqW0eRHfKeJPW1Hrf5YohZD6GOIwqXB1k7+3me3Tf9W1G2rWX8Sr/ooRFs+il9Fl2gCv/eu+ cCOXGh5+YFwrxTk/ICzDlMOSpkQdcMUzGclZxGGk2Npqsx0hhZGm2NdlDhKBWjmUCnFdtgG2MbpzLTn0ePbXAtepqK6V17vFNbI0bBU8Ff6Jf b4Fq/qWh3aot2j/elmI64r10ERfoa7Kp2u3rxTSWbm/oW4Sgab1fklJdT9uTooapbnZjEmkKuTB5VaMmNqS6C7i7+pE9xvV2k2RuZTL7d9cM H+cIlX2DV4J7k/+L936qxEqHHQfLFedOt5qDdRFpZUAtqQ20opWBa242OqM+84jl0DnWhLtSDetAP0A/QBXQB9aE+lEEZNIDWNxg0hEZQZKD5 EfoRGkNjaAJNoByKrWym0BR6D72HPkAfoI/QR+gT9An6CfoJ2oP2itubSjuLRB4nftenXP7YSFT0BqI30McmdBM6gA6gQ+gQugXdgm5Dt6E70 B3oLnQXugfdg+5D96EH0APoIfQQegQ9go6gI+gx9Bh6Aj2BnkJPoWMoHufmGfQMOoFOoOfQc+gF9AI6hU6hl9BL6BX0CnoNvVY5VRTN/5NaTK eWWUsttglFarEBFKnFhlCkFtuCIrXYNhSpxXagSC22C0VqsT0oUovtQ5Fa7ACK1GKHUKQWO4IitdgIitRix1CkFjuBIrXYKRSpxcZQpBY7gyK 12ASK1GLnUKQWu4AitdgUitRil1CkFruCIrXYNbRKrQHxvXlMItezXk4tawNvXhv6GbwJ1I9566U3fWsIHGrcAuqfjdY2UD/YrR3gjsZdoH7 vsPaAexr3gfsaD4AHGl/60WEdAfWPFWsEHGk8Bh5rPAGeaDwFnmocA/XPCusMeKZxApxoPAeea3zpldmaAqcaL4GXGq+AVxqvgdcabaB8A5q9 Wum3/378/ODi3dv+t2/fnf5x5bt19bflLzq/7fy+s9rpd/7c+a6z2znpnHeszj86/+r8u/Of5S+X3y3/ZfmvZejnn6k2v+40PsvD/wIxVQqz< /latexit>
✓(k+1) = ✓(k)   ↵
NX
n=1
rfn(✓(k)n )
<latexit sha1_base64="wy2/FpqzWXbm m8m+nKAXpToIyWY=">AAAXg3icndhpb+O4GQdw77bbbtNrtgWaFwUKoZkBkm52YO9u UWCAATZx7sNJnMM5lBiURFkai5JGonIMoX6pfpp9236RUhLFv6SkfbEGZiz++JDi8eh wrDjwU97v//jZ5z/7+Re/+OWXv1r49W9++7vfv/rqDxdplCU2PbejIEouLZLSwA/pOf d5QC/jhBJmBXRizYdF/eSeJqkfhWf8Kaa3jMxC3/VtwiVNXx2a3KOc3Inl+deDldx4 bwBk8RuTBLFHDDPN2FSE7wf53cgwQ2IFxHCn4XIVPA2r8JXpq6X+2375MZ4fDNTBUk9 9jqdf/ekvphPZGaMhtwOSpjeDfsxvBUm4bwc0X1hYMLOUxsSekxkVLgntJ89JVg0ap6 4/q75XDcJS7rHymxHulQfpE7PKAzcKebpqpJklW2QJXTXKZctbPXMvobKQcC7nRlt1 N2FEnA9ZKodl+7xdJ5yy+7bRUM4nId1QO2LFNCX6oR1kDhUeJQ7tDIRlAfeT6KGtlj9 LeZLJxgtmSB/kqkcJZUJ95+JMHbRqZdswegioM6PliW9Uxa1Y69QsvGm1C2ZR4ssFbb bQ1j7Fox+1wspyK8SW2dmIGBbFdkBA/GYfw7LcDomKFSuSuBkH7AY7Pn8Wq6wb+oHa XCZFO7bGdrCcP006/WprhTrU9cPuGDaArWD6SFgcNEewqaQTRhPbT9txilqBAWWM5OK g/OpMN4mCgCRPuZxkfdiKCCNOOsMe1dQKjJNIXifNbTtW0g2Lo7SadBGhC60o+Y8k8 1yMq+9WXRoFWWdEpzW1AzM5XzmfRpySdsamMjCuBrSG4+c7kgvTco0Xt6KYvBslrArR E5dXkdx4s5qNEGYY+aEjLy+jiKrm9s70UnlNU9F/+3fZJC+u56LNR+qI16a8q9rz9GN GEvo6ryrkqSIXXQmTstgrVjJy3+VG3oxK58/iTueU254RlYNstaCho7r2XD8IjGIEu ZpAo64c7N+EWcTk/yyCTHmTLCJ44t8XzyczC9O5H/+0tvdF0+9iXi/DpjCL+3fqis16 oKe7o7HWoqArmt7g3Wb4WK9wIMyAulxFJcJM/JlXF5erymVVXFG1K6ocWFW9Kermloo w69PeVBE3qnir6m/VDbu495PQkRsk007uknxCWMWdXw3OYjJdyqeSvBacXHxTfoz1K JoXWSPJUFSfzyvG5BG50YF82Dskn1q6JuvUZKrGJnLanD5yuTTDnNSHeuliWz6T4ql9 JyJQkU8VLvdXah6L8dSUD/66WAZV1I5rcIShl+NqD7Je2Lqu+p6K5aLxKtc9DqvNtUk gp1Cf5VDIsxzqIiuKrC4eoMVBc1pjOSvRz+90tozzZvWwWz0kzQCHlu0H/6O9Q4fd6 mZ7mZihMB98h3I/kGtkVpla1vFqYXhdDpwok/cX3c9GfmdSeUWpUz2vjVVV5iaat8ZI A6vjFuILVbeOMjvkPUnqaz1u68UQqxlCXVeULg/ybvbzIrtvBreiatvI+KVB2UMr2A oy+iy6RBX+k6+eC+TEhZ6bHwrrTk3KDzHnKOOokAVds5GJjWnFWazR0mh5GmONsa3R0 eiENY4yMZoKdFqzA3YwtnEmM/159NgBN6InmZjcdcc7cTRiFDwT/IV+uQNu9JuJbqeO 6PZ4X4nlivvGJijSe7Cj2u3oxbeUrK/rW4SraLxVk1ttp+zJ1UNVtzpxlmiKuDJ5VK MtL0y1Cbq75JM+xfVWmWZvZDIFjhFED/KFS77AqsE9yf/Fu/f1WInQ4yDF4rwx6jlot 5BWNtSGOlAHSimYNq5GVzRnXvMMOoN6UA/qQ33oB+gH6Bw6hwbQAMqgDBpCmxcYNILG UGSg9RH6EZpAE2gKTaEcikvZyqAZ9B56D32APkAfoY/QJ+gT9BP0E7QP7Ze3N5V2No l9TgIjoFz+2EhV9Bqi19DHOnQdOoQOoRvQDegmdBO6Bd2CbkO3oTvQHegudBe6B92D7 kP3oQfQA+gh9BA6go6gR9Aj6DH0GHoCPYGOoXicW6fQU+gZ9Ax6Dj2HXkAvoBPoBHoJ vYReQa+g19BrlVNl0fo/qcV0almN1GLrUKQWG0KRWmwDitRim1CkFtuCIrXYNhSpxX agSC22C0VqsT0oUovtQ5Fa7ACK1GKHUKQWG0GRWuwIitRix1CkFjuBIrXYGIrUYqdQp BY7gyK12DkUqcUuoEgtNoEitdglFKnFrqBILXYNrVNrSAJ/lpDY8+2XU8tew5vXmn4 GrwP1Y95+6U3f3gBuaNwE6p+N9hZQP9jtbeC2xh2gfu+wd4G7GveAexr3gfsaX/rRYR 8C9Y8VewQcaTwCHmk8Bh5rPAGeaBwD9c8K+xR4qvEMeKbxHHiu8aVXZnsCnGi8BF5qv AJeabwGXmt0gPINaPpqadD9+/Hzg4tv3w6+e9s/+X7ph7762/KXvT/3/tpb7g16/+j 90NvpHffOe3bvX70fe//u/Wfxi8WvF79d/L4K/fwz1eaPvdZn8f1/AW0vBe0=</late xit>
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parameter server
Figure 1: An illustration of (a) distributed gradient descent with a parameter server and (b)
GADMM without any central entity.
may fail in updating the variables in some cases. For example, if the objective function is a
nonzero affine function of any component in the input parameter θ, then the θ-update fails,
since the Lagrangian is unbounded from bellow in θ for most choices of the dual variables
Boyd et al. (2011)
In view of this, we aim to develop a fast and communication-efficient decentralized
algorithm, and propose Group Alternating Direct Method of Multiplier (GADMM). GADMM
solves the problem 1N
∑N
n=1 fn(θn) subject to θn=θn+1, in which the workers are divided
into two groups (head and Tail), and each worker in the head (tail) group communicates
only with its two neighboring workers from the tail (head) group as shown in Fig. 1-(b).
Due to its communication with only two neighbors rather than all the neighbors or a
central entity, the communication in each iteration is significantly reduced. Despite of
this sparse communication, we prove that GADMM with a convex fn converges faster
than parameter server based centralized algorithms. Surprisingly, we numerically show
that its communication overhead is lower than the state-of-the-art communication-efficient
centralized algorithms including Lazily Aggregated Gradient (LAG) (Chen et al., 2018), for
linear and logistic regression on synthetic and real datasets. Furthermore, we propose a
variant of GADMM, Dynamic GADMM (D-GADMM), to consider the dynamic networks
in which the workers are moving objects (e.g., vehicles). i.e., the neighbors of each worker
could change over time. Moreover, we prove that D-GADMM inherits the same convergence
guarantees of GADMM.
2. Related Works and Contributions
Distributed Optimization. On the one hand, we broadly categorize distributed algorithms
proposed in the literature into three types: consensus, diffusion, and incremental (Lopes
and Sayed, 2007). On the other hand, there are a variety of distributed optimization
algorithms proposed in the literature, such as primal methods (Jakovetic´ et al., 2014; Nedic´
and Olshevsky, 2014; Nedic´ and Ozdaglar, 2009; Shi et al., 2015) and primal-dual methods
(Chang et al., 2014a; Koppel et al., 2017; Bedi et al., 2019). Consensus optimization underlies
most of the primal methods, while dual decomposition and ADMM are the most popular
among the primal-dual algorithms (Glowinski and Marroco, 1975; Gabay and Mercier, 1975;
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Boyd et al., 2011; Jaggi et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2017; Deng et al., 2017). The performance of
distributed optimization algorithms is commonly characterized by their computation time
and communication cost. The computation time is decided by the per-iteration complexity of
the algorithm. The communication cost is determined by: (i) the number of communication
rounds until convergence, (ii) the number of channel uses per communication round, and
(iii) the bandwidth/power usage per channel use. Note that the number of communication
rounds is proportional to the number of iterations; e.g., 2 rounds at every iteration k,
for uplink and downlink transmissions in Fig. 1-(a) or for head-to-tail and tail-to-head
transmissions in Fig. 1-(b). For a large scale network, the communication cost often becomes
dominant compared to the computation time, calling for communication efficient distributed
optimization (Zhang et al., 2012; McMahan et al., 2017; Park et al., 2018; Jordan et al.,
2018; Liu et al., 2019; Sriranga et al., 2019).
Communication Efficient Distributed Optimization. A sheer amount of work is
devoted to reducing the aforementioned three communication cost components. To reduce
the bandwidth/power usage per channel use, decreasing communication payload sizes is one
popular solution, which is enabled by gradient quantization (Suresh et al., 2017), model
parameter quantization (Zhu et al., 2016; Sriranga et al., 2019), and model output exchange
for large-sized models via knowledge distillation (Jeong et al., 2018). To reduce the number
of channel users per communication round, exchanging model updates can be restricted
only to the workers whose computation delays are less than a target threshold (Wang et al.,
2018), or to the workers whose updates are sufficiently changed from the preceding updates,
with respect to gradients (Chen et al., 2018) or model parameters (Liu et al., 2019). Albeit
their improvement in communication efficiency for every iteration k, most of the algorithms
in this literature are based on distributed gradient descent, and this limits their required
communication rounds to the convergence rate of distributed gradient descent, which is
O(1/k) for differentiable and smooth objective function and can be as low as O(1/
√
k)
(e.g., when the objective function is non-differentiable everywhere (Boyd et al., 2011)).
Furthermore, they commonly postulate a parameter server being connected to every worker,
which may induce a costly communication link to some workers or it may not even feasible
particularly for the workers located beyond the server’s coverage. In sharp contrast, we aim
at developing a decentralized optimization framework ensuring fast convergence without any
central entity.
Decentralized Optimization With Fast Convergence. Primal-dual decomposi-
tion methods are effective in enabling decentralized optimization (Jaggi et al., 2014; Boyd
et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2017; Glowinski and Marroco, 1975; Gabay and Mercier, 1975;
Deng et al., 2017), among which ADMM is a compelling solution that often provides fast
convergence rate with low complexity (Glowinski and Marroco, 1975; Gabay and Mercier,
1975; Deng et al., 2017). There are three representative types of ADMM. First, Gauss-Seidel
ADMM yields the convergence rate o(1/k) (Glowinski and Marroco, 1975). However, this
convergence rate is ensured only under the block size smaller than 3 (Chen et al., 2016),
and its primal variables are sequentially updated, which is ill-suited for fast implementation.
Second, Jacobian ADMM (JADMM) updates variables in parallel, but the convergence is
proven only under specific conditions on the constraint (Deng et al., 2017). Lastly, Proximal
Jacobian ADMM (PJADMM) updates variables in parallel while achieving the convergence
rate o(1/k) with no conditions on the constraints (Deng et al., 2017). Nonetheless, it
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introduces many hyper parameters whose choices significantly affect the convergence rate.
Finally, in all of the aforementioned ADMM variants, the step of updating the dual variables
is costly since it requires either all workers send their updated models to a central entity, or
exchange the model updates across the entire workers, negating the effectiveness of their
fast convergence in communication efficiency.
A part of this paper was presented in (Elgabli et al., 2019), which contains the static
part of the paper without proofs and detailed explanation.
Contributions. We formulate the DML problem as a constrained optimization problem
that can be solved using decentralized algorithms. Moreover, we propose a novel algorithm
to solve the formulated problem in fast and communication-efficient manner. Our algorithm
achieves the convergence rate of o(1/k) which is the same convergence rate as the other
ADMM based algorithms in (Chen et al., 2016; Deng et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2019) but with
significantly less running time, thanks to the parallel and distributed update of both primal
and dual variables of each group. GADMM allows (i) only half of the workers to transmit
their updated parameters at each communication round, (ii) those workers update their
model parameters in parallel, while each worker communicates only with two neighbors
which makes it communication-efficient. Moreover, its variant D-GADMM is capable of
accounting for a time-varying network topology. It is worth mentioning that GADMM is
closely related to the other group based ADMM methods as in (Wang et al., 2017), but
these methods consider more communication links per iteration than our proposed GADMM
algorithm. Notably, the algorithm in (Wang et al., 2017) still relies on multiple central
entities, i.e., master workers under a master-slave architecture, whereas GADMM requires
no central entity wherein workers are equally divided into head and tail groups. Finally,
none of the aforementioned algorithms address time-varying network topologies as done
by D-GADMM. Note that a successive convex approximation (SCA) based algorithm in
(Scutari and Sun, 2018) accounts for a time-varying digraph topology, yet this achieves
a sublinear convergence rate even when all neighbors communicate with each other. In
summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a novel formulation of the DML problem that can be solved using decen-
tralized algorithms.
• We propose GADMM, a novel algorithm to solve the formulated problem in low
complexity, communication-efficient, and privacy-aware manner.
• We prove the optimality of the proposed algorithm for convex, proper, and closed
objective functions.
• We propose D-GADMM, a dynamic version of GADMM that adjusts to the time varying
network topologies. We also show that D-GADMM inherits the same convergence
guarantees of GADMM.
3. Problem Formulation and Proposed Algorithm
We consider a network of N workers where each worker is equipped with the task to learn
a global parameter θ. The aim is to minimize the global convex loss function F (θ) which
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is sum of the local convex, proper, and closed function fn(θ). We consider the following
optimization problem
min
θ
F (θ) :=
N∑
n=1
fn(θ), (1)
where θ ∈ Rd is the global model parameter. We can use any gradient descent based
algorithm to solve the problem in (1) in an iterative manner. The goal here is to solve
the problem in a distributed manner. The standard technique used in the literature for
distributed solution is the consensus formulation of (1) given by.
min
{θn}Nn=1
N∑
n=1
fn(θn) (2)
s.t. θn = θ, ∀ n. (3)
Note that with the reformulation in (2)-(3), the objective function becomes separable across
the workers and hence can be solved in a distributed manner. The problem in (2)-(3) is
known as the global consensus problem since the constraint forces all the variables across
different workers to be equal as detailed in (Boyd et al., 2011). The problem in (2)-(3) can
be solved using the primal-dual based algorithms as in (Chang et al., 2014b; Touri and
Nedic, 2009; Nedic´ and Ozdaglar, 2009), saddle point algorithms proposed in (Koppel et al.,
2017; Bedi et al., 2019), and ADMM based techniques such as (Glowinski and Marroco, 1975;
Boyd et al., 2011; Deng et al., 2017). ADMM forms an augmented Lagrange which adds a
quadratic term to the Lagrange function and breaks the main problem to sub-problem that
are easier to solve per iteration. Note that in the ADMM implementation (Boyd et al., 2011;
Deng et al., 2017), only the primal variables can be updated in a distributed manner at each
worker n. However, the step of updating θ requires collecting θn from all workers which
is communication inefficient (Boyd et al., 2011). In this paper, we propose a decentralized
algorithm for which the amount of communication overhead required per round among the
workers is reduced, and is hence communication efficient. We consider the optimization
problem in (2)-(3) and re-write the constraints as follows.
θ? := arg min
{θn}Nn=1
N∑
n=1
fn(θn) (4)
s.t. θn = θn+1, n = 1, · · · , N − 1. (5)
Here θ? is the optimal and note that θ?n−1 = θ?n and θ?n = θ?n+1 for all n. This implies
that each worker n has joint constraints with only two neighbors (except for the two end
workers which have only one). Nonetheless, ensuring θn = θn+1 for all n ∈ {1, · · · , N − 1} at
the convergence point yields convergence to a global model parameter that is shared across
all workers.
We will now describe our proposed algorithm, GADMM, that solves the optimization
problem defined in (4)-(5) in a decentralized manner. The proposed algorithm is fast since
it allows workers belonging to the same group to update their model parameters in parallel,
and it is communication efficient since it allows workers to exchange variables with minimum
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number of neighbors and enjoys a fast convergence rate. Moreover, it allows only half of the
workers to transmit their updated model parameters at each communication round. Note
that when the number of workers who update their parameters per communication round is
reduced to the half, the communication physical resources (e.g., bandwidth) available to
each worker is doubled when those resources are shared among workers.
The main idea of the proposed algorithm is presented in Fig. 1-(b). The proposed
GADMM converts the physical network topology to a logical worker connectivity graph, and
splits the workers into two groups head and tail such that each worker in the head’s group is
connected to other workers through two tail workers. For the workers in the same group,
their model parameters are updated in parallel. For the workers in different groups, their
model parameters are updated in an alternating fashion. For instance, when the workers in
the head group update the model parameters in a one communication round, the workers in
the tail group update their model parameters in the next communication round. In doing
so, each worker (except the edge workers) communicates with only two neighbors to update
its own parameter, as depicted in Fig. 1-(b). Moreover, at any communication round, only
half of the workers transmit their parameters, and these parameters are transmitted to only
two neighbors.
In contrast to the Gauss-Seidel ADMM in (Boyd et al., 2011), GADMM allows all the
head (tail) workers to update their parameters in parallel and still converges to the optimal
solution for convex functions as will be shown later in this paper. Moreover, GADMM
has much less communication overhead as compared to PJADMM in (Deng et al., 2017)
which requires all workers to send their parameters to all neighbors or a central entity at
every communication round. In addition, GADMM has less number of hyper parameters
to control and less computation per iteration than PJADMM. The detailed steps of the
proposed algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 1.
To intuitively describe GADMM, without loss of generality, we consider an even N
number of workers under their linear connectivity graph shown in Fig. 1-(b), wherein each
head (or tail) worker communicates at most with two neighboring tail (or head) workers,
except for the edge workers (i.e., first and last workers). With that in mind, we start by
writing the augmented Lagrangian of the optimization problem in (4)-(5) as
Lρ({θn}Nn=1,λ) =
N∑
n=1
fn(θn) +
N−1∑
n=1
〈λn,θn − θn+1〉+ ρ
2
N−1∑
n=1
‖θn − θn+1‖2, (6)
where λ := [λT1 , · · · ,λTN−1]T is the collection of dual variables, and ρ is a constant adjusting
the penalty for the disagreement between θn and θn+1. Let us divide N workers into two
groups, head Nh = {θ1,θ3,θ5, · · · ,θN−1}, and tail Nt = {θ2,θ4,θ6, · · · ,θN}, respectively.
The primal and dual variables under GADMM are updated in the following three steps.
1) At iteration k + 1, the primal variables of head workers are updated as
θk+1n∈Nh = arg minθn
fn(θn)+〈λkn−1,θkn−1 − θn〉+ 〈λkn,θn − θkn+1〉+
ρ
2
‖θkn−1 − θn‖2
+
ρ
2
‖θn − θkn+1‖2. (7)
Note that λ0 and λN are always equal to 0.
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Algorithm 1 Group ADMM (GADMM)
1: Input: N, fn(θn) for all n, ρ
2: Initialization:
3: Nh = {θn | n: odd}, Nt = {θn | n: even}
4: θ
(0)
n = 0,λ
(0)
n = 0 for all n
5: for k = 0, 1, 2, · · · ,K do
6: Head worker n ∈ Nh:
7: computes its primal variable θk+1n via (7) in parallel; and
8: sends θk+1n to its neighboring workers n− 1 and n+ 1.
9: Tail worker n ∈ Nt:
10: computes its primal variable θk+1n via (8) in parallel; and
11: sends θk+1n to its neighbor workers n− 1 and n+ 1.
12: Every worker updates the dual variables λkn−1 and λkn via (9) locally.
13: end for
2) After the updates in (7), head workers send their updates to their two tail neighbors. The
primal variables of tail workers are then updated as
θk+1n∈Nt = arg minθn
fn(θn)+〈λkn−1,θk+1n−1 − θn〉+ 〈λkn,θn − θk+1n+1〉+
ρ
2
‖θk+1n−1 − θn‖2
+
ρ
2
‖θn − θk+1n+1‖2. (8)
3) After receiving the updates from neighbors, every worker locally updates its dual variables
λn−1 and λn as follows
λk+1n = λ
k
n + ρ(θ
k+1
n − θk+1n+1). (9)
These three steps of GADMM are summarized in Algorithm 1. We remark that when
fn(θ) is convex, proper, closed, and diffrentiable for all n, the subproblems in (7) and (8)
are strictly convex with respect to θn, and θn is updated using a closed form expression.
We note that coming up with a linear connectivity as in Fig. 1-(b) may not be always
possible. We can extend our algorithm to any connectivity between the workers as long as
every worker can be reached. The number of connections per worker could be more/less than
two, and the number of workers in each group may be uneven. Even though an approach like
spanning tree can be used to create such a graph (Tarjan, 1976; Kruskal, 1956), coming up
with the most communication efficient graph is a NP complete problem (being a generalization
of traveling salesman problem) and is beyond the scope of this paper. However, any existing
algorithm can be utilized, and we also provide a nearest-neighbor based algorithm that
accounts for the link costs in Section 5. Since this extension is rather straightforward, we
limit the explanation of the algorithm to the case where linear connectivity as in Fig. 1-(b)
can be formed among the workers. We also note that even with uneven number of workers in
each group, the communication overhead is still similar to the scenario in which both groups
contain the same number of workers since the extra communication cost encountered when
updating the group with more workers is compensated by that encountered by updating less
number of the workers in the other group.
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4. Convergence Analysis
In this section, we focus on the convergence analysis of the proposed algorithm. It is
essential to prove that the proposed algorithm indeed converges to the optimal solution
of the problem in (4)-(5) for convex, proper, and closed objective functions. The idea to
prove the convergence is related to the proof of Gauss-Seidel ADMM in (Boyd et al., 2011),
while additionally accounting for the following three challenges: (i) the additional terms
that appear when the problem is a sum of more than two separable functions, (ii) the fact
that each worker can communicate with two neighbors only, and (iii) the parallel model
parameter updates of the head (tail) workers. We show that the GADMM iterates converges
to the optimal solution after addressing all the above mentioned challenges in the proof.
Before presenting the main technical Lemmas and Theorems, we start with the necessary
and sufficient optimality conditions, which are the primal and the dual feasibility conditions
defined as
θ?n =θ
?
n−1, (primal feasibility) (10)
0 ∈ ∂fn(θ?n)− λ?n−1 + λ?n (dual feasibility) (11)
for all n ∈ {2, 3, · · · , N}. Note that, at iteration k + 1, we calculate θk+1n∈Nt as in (8), from
the first order optimality condition, it holds that
0 ∈ ∂fn(θk+1n∈Nt)− λkn−1 + λkn + ρ(θk+1n∈Nt − θk+1n−1) + ρ(θk+1n∈Nt − θk+1n+1). (12)
Next, re-write the equation in (12) as
0 ∈ ∂fn(θk+1n∈Nt)−
(
λkn−1 + ρ(θ
k+1
n−1 − θk+1n∈Nt)
)
+
(
λkn + ρ(θ
k+1
n∈Nt − θk+1n+1)
)
. (13)
From the update in (9), the equation in (13) implies that
0 ∈ ∂fn(θk+1n∈Nt)− λk+1n−1 + λk+1n . (14)
From the result in (14), it holds that the dual feasibility condition in (11) is always satisfied
for all n ∈ Nt. Next, consider every θk+1n such that n ∈ Nh which is calculated as in (7) at
iteration k. Similarly from the first order optimality condition, we can write
0 ∈ ∂fn(θk+1n∈Nh)− λkn−1 + λkn + ρ(θk+1n∈Nh − θkn−1) + ρ(θk+1n∈Nh − θkn+1). (15)
Note that in (15), we don’t have all the primal variables calculated at k+ 1 instance. Hence,
we add subtract the terms θk+1n−1 and θ
k+1
n in (15) to get
0 ∈ ∂fn(θk+1n∈Nh)−
(
λkn−1 + ρ(θ
k+1
n−1 − θk+1n∈Nh)
)
+
(
λkn + ρ(θ
k+1
n∈Nh − θk+1n+1)
)
+ ρ(θkn−1 − θk+1n−1) + ρ(θk+1n+1 − θkn+1). (16)
From the update in (9), it holds that
0 ∈ ∂fn(θk+1n∈Nh)− λk+1n−1 + λk+1n + sk+1n∈Nh (17)
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where sk+1n∈Nh = ρ(θ
k
n−1 − θk+1n−1) + ρ(θk+1n+1 − θkn+1) be the dual residual of worker n ∈ Nh at
iteration k + 1.
Next, we discuss about the primal feasibility condition in (10) at iteration k + 1. Let
us denote rk+1n−1,n = θ
k+1
n−1 − θk+1n∈Nt and rk+1n,n+1 = θk+1n∈Nt − θk+1n+1 be the primal residual of each
worker n. To show the convergence of GADMM, we need to prove that the conditions in
(10)-(11) are satisfied for each worker n. We have already shown that the dual feasibility
condition in (11) is always satisfied for the tail workers, and the dual residual of tail workers
is always zero. Therefore, to prove the convergence and the optimality of GADMM, we
need to show that the rkn,n+1 for all n = 1, · · · , N − 1 and skn∈Nh converge to zero, and∑N
n=1 fn(θ
k
n) converges to
∑N
n=1 fn(θ
?) as k →∞. Now we are in position to introduce our
first result in terms of Lemma 1.
Lemma 1 For the iterates θk+1n generated by Algorithm 1, we have
(i) Upper bound on the optimality gap
N∑
n=1
[fn(θ
k+1
n )− fn(θ?)] ≤ −
N−1∑
n=1
〈λk+1n , rk+1n,n+1〉+
N∑
n=1,n∈Nh
〈sk+1n∈Nh ,θ?n − θk+1n 〉. (18)
(ii) Lower bound on the optimality gap
N∑
n=1
[fn(θ
k+1
n )− fn(θ?)] ≥ −
N−1∑
n=1
〈λ?n, rk+1n,n+1〉. (19)
The detailed proof is provided in Appendix A. The main idea for the proof is to utilize
the optimality of the updates in (7) and (8). We derive the upper bound for the objective
function optimality gap in terms of the primal and dual residuals as stated in (18). To get
the lower bound in (19) in terms of the primal residual, the definition of the Lagrangian is
used at ρ = 0. The result in Lemma 1 is used to derive the main results in Theorem 2 of
this paper presented next.
Theorem 2 When fn(θn) is closed, proper, and convex, and the Lagrangian L0 has a
saddle point, for GADMM iterates, it holds that
(i) the primal residual converges to zero as k →∞, which implies that
lim
k→∞
rkn,n+1 = 0. (20)
(ii) the primal residual converges to zero as k →∞, which implies that
lim
k→∞
skn = 0. (21)
(iii) the optimality gap converges to zero as k →∞, which implies that
lim
k→∞
N∑
n=1
fn(θ
k
n) =
N∑
n=1
fn(θ
?). (22)
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Proof The detailed proof of Theorem 2 is provided in Appendix B. There are three main
steps to prove convergence of the proposed algorithm. For a proper, closed, and convex
objective function fn(·), with Lagrangian L0 which has a saddle point (θ?, {λn}∀n), we
define a Lyapunov function Vk as
Vk = 1/ρ
N−1∑
n=1
∥∥∥λkn − λ?n∥∥∥2 + ρ ∑
n∈Nh
∥∥∥θkn−1 − θ?∥∥∥2 . (23)
In the proof, we show that Vk is monotonically decreasing at each iteration k of the proposed
algorithm. This property is then used to prove that the primal residual go to zero as k →∞
which implies that rkn,n+1 → 0 for all n. Secondly, we prove that the dual residuals converges
to zero as k → ∞ which implies that skn → 0 for all n. Note that the convergence in the
first and the second step implies that the overall constraint violation due to the proposed
algorithm goes to zero as k → ∞. In the final step, we utilize statement (i) and (ii) of
Theorem 2 into the results of Lemma 1 to prove that the objective optimality gap goes to
zero as k →∞.
Now, we provide the convergence rate of GADMM. First, it worth mentioning that the
convergence rate of Gauss-Seidel ADMM for sum of two separable convex functions has
been studied in (Lions and Mercier, 1979; He and Yuan, 2012, 2015). In particular, (He and
Yuan, 2012) shows a convergence rate of O(1/k). Moreover, (Deng et al., 2017) improves
that results and shows a convergence rate of o(1/k). In the following result, we leverage
and extend the proof of o(1/k) convergence rate in (Deng et al., 2017, Sec. 5) to show that
GADMM achieves the same convergence rate. We start by introducing the following lemma
Deng et al. (2017).
Lemma 3 If a sequence {ak} ⊆ R is such that ak ≥ 0,
∑∞
k=1 ak < +∞, and ak is
monotonically non-increasing, then it holds that ak = o(1/k).
Proof The proof of Lemma 3 follows the same lines of the proof in (Deng et al., 2017,
Lemma 1.2).
From Lemma 3, we can conclude that if a sequence is non-negative, summable, and monotonic,
then it shall converge faster than 1/k.
Theorem 4 GADMM achieves an o(1/k) convergence rate which is the fastest rate among
ADMM methods
Proof The proof is provided in Appendix C. The key idea is to show that the generated
sequence of primal and dual optimality gaps by the propose algorithm satisfies the conditions
of Lemma 3, hence GADMM converges faster than 1/k.
5. Extension to Time-Varying Network Topologies: D-GADMM
In this section, we present an extension of the proposed GADMM algorithm to the scenarios
where the network topology is not fixed or changing over time. In other words, the time
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varying topology means the set of neighbors for each worker n is not fixed and vary with
time. The execution of the proposed GADMM in Algorithm 1 would be disrupted by
the time-varying network topology. Note that we define a dual variable λn from n = 1
to N − 1 for each possible connected workers pair in (6). Hence, each dual variable λn
is corresponding to an edge between worker n and n + 1. In the time varying topology
setting, the neighbors associated with each worker may vary at iteration k, and therefore
each worker’s dual variables value is not correct for the current neighbor workers. Hence,
the current dual variables cannot be used for the primal variable calculations in (7) and
(8) because it will incur sub-optimal primal variable updates. To circumvent this issue in
practice, we propose a dynamic version of the proposed GADMM called D-GADMM which
adapts the variable updates according to the changes in the network topology. Moreover, we
show that the resulting D-GADMM algorithm converges to the optimal consensus solution
θ? as defined in (4) for convex, proper, and closed objective functions.
D-GADMM works in two phases, namely Broadcast and Learning phases. Before
discussing the two phases in details, we highlight their goals. Broadcast phase’s objective is
to build a communication-efficient logical graph as shown in Fig. 1-(b) after each change in
the network topology. Learning phase’s objective is to run a modified version of GADMM
that adjusts to topology changes and finds the optimal model parameters.
It is worth mentioning that a logical graph that starts from one worker and reaches
every other worker only once in the most communication efficient way is NP hard. It can
be easily shown that this problem can be reduced to a Travel Salesman problem (TSP).
This is due to the fact that starting from one worker and choosing every next one such that
the total communication cost is minimized is exactly similar to starting from one city and
reaching every other city such that the total distance is minimized. However, the problem
formulation in this paper allows some workers from one group to be connected to more than
two workers from the other group. Hence, in general, our problem is a bit different from
TSP. Therefore, to build a logical topology after each change in the physical topology, we
propose a simple heuristic method that is based on the nearest neighbor (NN) heuristic
Gutin et al. (2002). However, we would like to remark that building a connected graph with
the most communication efficiency is not the main focus of this paper.
Now we discuss the proposed D-GADMM algorithm in detail which is summarized in
Algorithm 2. In D-GADMM, all the workers periodically reconsider their connections after
every τ iterations. This behavior generates two phases in the algorithm execution namely
broadcast phase and learning phase. In the broadcast phase, workers broadcast pilot signals
in order to find their neighbors, and build a connectivity graph such that every worker can
be reached in a communication efficiency way. Next, in the Learning Phase, workers updates
their variables according to a modified version of the GADMM.
Broadcast phase: Each worker broadcasts a pilot signal, so workers access the available
bandwidth orthogonally. Moreover, each worker broadcasts a unique identifier (Worker
ID). After all pilot signals are broadcasted, the worker that has the lowest ID (Worker 1)
chooses its neighbor based on the communication cost of the link. The communication cost
is inversely proportional to the signal strength in wireless links. We give logical index 1 to
this worker (n = 1), and we assign this worker to the head group. Then, the worker that
has been chosen as the next neighbor to worker 1, i.e., the worker with logical index n = 2
is assigned to the tail group and chooses its next neighbor from the remaining set of the
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Algorithm 2 Dynamic GADMM (D-GADMM)
1: Input: N, fn(·) for all n, ρ, and τ
2: Initialization:
3: Nh = {θn | n: odd}, Nt = {θn | n: even}
4: θ
(0)
n = 0,λ
(0)
n = 0, for all n
5: for k = 0, 1, 2, · · · ,K do
6: if k mod τ = 0 then
7: Every worker:
8: broadcasts ID & pilot signals; and
9: finds neighbors and refreshes indices {n} as explained in Sec. 5.
10: Head worker n ∈ Nh updates λ(k)
′
n via (26).
11: Tail worker n ∈ Nt updates λ(k)
′
n via (27).
12: end if
13: Head worker n ∈ Nh:
14: computes its primal variable θk+1n via (26) in parallel; and
15: sends θk+1n to its neighboring workers n− 1 and n+ 1.
16: Tail worker n ∈ Nh:
17: computes its primal variable θk+1n via (25) in parallel; and
18: sends θk+1n to its neighboring workers n− 1 and n+ 1.
19: Every worker updates λ
(k)′
n via (29).
20: end for
neighbors in the same way. The process continues until all workers are chosen. However, if
we reach a worker that has no communication link to the remaining set of the workers or
the communication link to every worker in the remaining set is higher than a predefined
threshold, we go back to worker 1 and re-start the algorithm considering only the remaining
un-connected set of the workers. However, if worker 1 does not find a neighbor, the algorithm
proceeds to the next worker in the connected set, and does the same.
Learning phase: The broadcast phase builds a connected graph and then the D-
GADMM enters the learning phase. In the learning phase, GADMM is run the same way
described in Section 3 with some changes as described next. We have already showed in
Section 3 that using GADMM, at each updating iteration primal and dual variables move
closer toward the optimal solution. Therefore, starting from the first iteration, and proceeding
until next Broadcast period, the objective function is monotonically non-increasing. If links
do not change, the dynamic problem reduces to the static one. However, if neighbors and/or
worker assignment to head/tail group change at the j-th Broadcast phase, every worker
broadcasts its current model parameter to its new neighbors. Since some neighbors may
have not been connected with each other in the past or at least for a while, they either do
not have a shared dual variable or that dual variable is out-dated. Therefore, the first step
in the learning phase of D-GADMM after any change in the topology is to update the dual
variables given the current set of the primal variables. Let us now discuss how both primal
and dual variables are updated according D-GADMM algorithm.
At iteration k + 1, the update step of θk+1n , where n ∈ Nh depends on the change in the
topology.
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• If the topology has not changed since the previous iteration, then θk+1n∈Nh should satisfy
(15), where λkn−1 and λkn are updated according to (9)
• However, if the topology has changed, i.e., workers n− 1 and n+ 1 just became the
neighbors of worker n. Then, λkn−1 and λkn may not be exist or they might be outdated.
Hence, we set θk+1n∈Nh to be the current model parameter, and we need to find λ
k
n−1 and
λkn that satisfy (15). Note that, we already have θ
k+1
n , θ
k
n−1, and θkn+1 since workers
have broadcasted their current model parameters after the topology change. Moreover,
note that (15) is not enough to find both λkn−1 and λkn. It remains to show that how
both the dual variables λkn−1 and λkn are found for every worker n. Let us first explain
the tail worker update step.
At iteration k + 1, the update step of θk+1n∈Nt also depends on the topology changes.
• If the topology has not changed since the previous iteration, then θk+1n∈Nt should satisfy
(12), where λkn−1 and λkn are updated according to (9)
• In contrast, if the topology has changed, i.e., workers n − 1 and n+ 1 just became
the neighbors of worker n. Then, λkn−1 and λkn may not be exist or they might be
outdated. Therefore, in order to update θk+1n , we need to find λ
k
n−1 and λkn that satisfy
the following equation:
0 ∈ ∂fn(θkn∈Nt)− λkn−1 + λkn. (24)
Note that (24) is exactly (14) but given θkn instead of θ
k+1
n . If λ
k
n−1 and λkn are found,
θk+1n is updated according to (12).
Now we explain how to find λkn−1 and λkn if the topology has changed at iteration k
and workers n− 1 and n+ 1 just became the neighbors of the worker n. Note that we do
not mention the case in which only one of the neighbors has changed since updating the
dual variable of the corresponding neighbor is straightforward. We just solve (15)/(24) for
head/tail worker with respect to that dual variable which is a single equation in a single
variable. Next we explain how to find the dual variables λkn−1 and λkn.
One way to calculate λkn−1 and λkn in the first iteration after each topology change is
as follows: worker 1 (n = 1) will have only worker 2 as a neighbor, then λk0 is equal to 0.
Therefore, worker 1 (the first worker in head group) can find λk1 by solving equation (15)
with respect to λk1 which is a single variable equation that is easy to solve. Once λ
k
1 is
calculated by worker 1, it is communicated to worker 2 (the first worker in the tail group).
In the next step, worker 2 solves (24) with respect to λk2 only as a variable since λ
k
1 was
already calculated by worker 1. Similarly, worker 2 communicate λk2 to worker 3 and so
on. This approach will find all of the dual variables, but since it updates the dual variables
in a sequential manner for the first iteration after each topology change, it may require
long running time as the number of workers grow. Moreover, this strategy introduces extra
communication over head since each user need to not only send its current model, but also
the joint dual variable between this worker and its next neighbor in the ascending order.
Therefore, we next present a faster and more communication-efficient strategy.
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To explain this strategy, we re-write (12), (15), and (24) as follows:
0 ∈ ∂fn(θk+1n∈Nt) + λkn
′
+ ρ(θk+1n∈Nt − θk+1n−1) + ρ(θk+1n∈Nt − θk+1n+1). (25)
0 ∈ ∂fn(θk+1n∈Nh) + λkn
′
+ ρ(θk+1n∈Nh − θkn−1) + ρ(θk+1n∈Nh − θkn+1). (26)
0 ∈ ∂fn(θkn∈Nt) + λkn
′
, (27)
where.
λkn
′
= −λkn−1 + λkn. (28)
We can clearly see from (26) and (27) that finding λkn
′
is enough to proceed in updating the
primal variables, so we do not really need to compute both λkn−1 and λkn. Note that all other
variables in (15)/(24) for head/tail workers are given at iteration k, so solving (15)/(24) for
head/tail workers with respect to λkn
′
yields the optimal value at iteration k.
Updating λkn
′
is then carried as follow:
λk+1n
′
= −λkn−1 − ρ(θk+1n−1 − θk+1n ) + λkn + ρ(θk+1n − θk+1n+1)
= −λkn−1 + λkn + ρ(2θk+1n − θk+1n−1 − θk+1n+1)
= λkn
′
+ ρ(2θk+1n − θk+1n−1 − θk+1n+1) (29)
Hence, given λkn
′
, and the primal variables of the worker n and its neighbors, all workers can
update to λk+1n
′
in parallel without extra communication overhead. Therefore, this strategy
is faster and more communication efficient.
Lemma 5 For any iteration k + 1 in which the topology changes, given the new topology,
and the current model parameter of each worker, finding λkn
′
that satisfy (26) and (27) yields
the optimal choice of λkn
′
; hence the optimal choice of −λk+1n−1 + λk+1n .
Proof We already know that at iteration k + 1, for a given value of −λk+1n−1 + λk+1n and
θkn∈Nt , the optimal update of θ
k+1
n∈Nh is the one that satisfies (26). However, in our case,
θk+1n∈Nh is already known since without loss of generality, we can assume that the current
model of head workers is the (k + 1)-th one. Hence, the rule can apply in the opposite
direction. Given θk+1n∈Nh and θ
k
n∈Nt , λ
k
n
′
which is equal to −λk+1n−1 + λk+1n should satisfy (26).
Therefore, λkn
′
that satisfy (26) is the optimal choice for head workers. Applying the same
rule on tail workers using (27) yields the same result, and that concludes the proof.
Lemma 6 For the iterates generated by Algorithm 2, the upper and the lower bound on the
optimality gap defined in statements (i) and (ii) of lemma 1 are exist.
Proof The proof follows the same lines of the proof of lemma 1 (Appendix A), i.e., replacing
the term −λk+1n−1 + λk+1n by λk+1n ′ in the equations (31) and (32) (Appendix A) does not
affect the fact they still hold. Hence, all the subsequent inequalities in the proof of lemma
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1 still hold. Since λk+1n
′
can still be decomposed into −λk+1n−1 + λk+1n , the inequalities (39)
and (40) (Appendix A) still hold. That yields the inequality defined in (41) and concludes
the proof of statement (i). However, applying the same strategy to statement (ii) yields the
same result.
Theorem 7 If fn(θn) is closed, proper, and convex for all n, and the Lagrangian L0 has a
saddle point, D-GADMM achieves the same converges guarantees and rate of GADMM.
Proof We know from the proof of GADMM and from lemma 5 that updating λkn
′
according
to the following rule is optimal:{
λkn
′
= λk−1n
′
+ ρ(2θkn − θkn−1 − θkn+1) if the topology did not change
λkn
′
solves (26)((27)) for head(tail) if topology changed
(30)
We also know from lemma 6, updating λk+1n
′
according (29), and carrying the updates
of the primal variables the same way described in GADMM, the statements (i) and (ii) of
lemma 1 hold.
We also know that the first inequality in the proof of Theorem 2 (Eq.(45), Appendix.B)
since it is just direct sum of the two inequalities defined in statements (i) and (ii) of lemma 1.
Moreover, λk+1n
′
can always be decomposed into −λk+1n−1+λk+1n , where λk+1n−1 = λkn−1+ρrk+1n−1,n,
λk+1n = λ
k
n + ρr
k+1
n,n+1, r
k+1
n−1,n = θ
k+1
n−1 − θk+1n , and rk+1n,n+1 = θk+1n − θk+1n+1. Hence, inequality
46 in Appendix B holds. Given that this inequality holds, the remaining lines of the proof
follows the same lines of the proof of theorem 2 (Appendix B).
6. Numerical Results and Conclusion
To validate our theoretical foundations, we numerically evaluate the performance of GADMM
in linear and logistic regression tasks, compared with the following benchmark algorithms.
• LAG-PS (Chen et al., 2018): A version of LAG whose parameter server selects commu-
nicating workers.
• LAG-WK (Chen et al., 2018): A version of LAG whose workers determine to communicate
with the server.
• Cycle-IAG (Blatt et al., 2007; Gurbuzbalaban et al., 2017): A cyclic modified version of
the incremental aggregated gradient (IAG).
• R-IAG (Chen et al., 2018; Schmidt et al., 2017): A non-uniform sampling version of
stochastic average gradient (SAG).
• GD: Batch gradient descent.
For the tuning parameters, we use the default choices in (Chen et al., 2018). For our
decentralized algorithm, we consider N workers without any central entity, whereas for
centralized algorithms, a uniformly randomly selected worker is considered as a central
controller having a direct link to each worker. The performance of each algorithm is
15
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Iteration
Linear Regression Logistic Regression
N =14 20 24 26 N =14 20 24 26
LAG-PS 542 8,043 54,249 141,132 21,183 20,038 19,871 20,544
LAG-WK 385 6,444 44,933 121,134 18,584 17,475 17,050 17,477
GADMM 78 292 558 550 37 73 31 49
GD 524 8,163 55,174 143,651 1,190 1,204 1,181 1,152
TC
Linear Regression Logistic Regression
N =14 20 24 26 N =14 20 24 26
LAG-PS 3,183 52,396 363,571 1,035,778 316,570 419,819 495,792 553,493
LAG-WK 820 12,369 82,985 241,944 18,786 17,835 17,432 17,915
GADMM 1,092 5,840 13,392 14,300 518 1,460 744 1,274
GD 7,860 171,423 1,379,350 3,878,577 17,850 25,284 29,525 31,104
Table 1: The required number of iterations (top) and total communication cost (bottom) to
achieve the target objective error 10−4 under a different number of workers, in linear and
logistic regression with the real datasets.
measured using (i) the objective error |∑Nn=1(fn(θ(k)n )− fn(θ∗n))| at iteration k and (ii)
its corresponding total communication cost (TC).
The TC of a decentralized algorithm is
∑Ta
t=1
∑N
n=1 1n,t · Lmn,t, where Ta is the number
of iterations to achieve a target accuracy a, and 1n,t denotes an indicator function that
equals 1 if worker n is sending an update at t, and 0 otherwise. The term Lmn,t is the cost
of the communication link between workers n and m at communication round t. Next, let
Lcn,t denote the cost of the communication between worker n and the central controller at t.
Then, the TC of a centralized algorithm is
∑Ta
t=1(L
c
BC,t +
∑N
n=1 1n,t · Lcn,t), where LcBC,t and
Lcn,t’s correspond to downlink broadcast and uplink unicast costs, respectively. It is noted
that the communication overhead in (Chen et al., 2018) only takes into account uplink costs.
For a static network topology, we consider Lmn,t = L
c
n,t = L
c
BC,t = 1 unless otherwise specified,
whereas for a time-varying topology, the values of Lmn,t are given by the edge weights in
Fig. 3-(a).
All simulations are conducted using the synthetic and real datasets described in (Dua
and Graff, 2017; Chen et al., 2018). The synthetic data tests linear regression with increasing
smoothness constants and logistic regression with uniform smoothness constants (Chen et al.,
2018). In this case, we consider 1,200 samples with 50 features, which are evenly split into
workers. Next, the real data tests linear and logistic regression tasks with Body Fat (252
samples, 14 features) and Derm (358 samples, 34 features) datasets (Dua and Graff, 2017),
respectively. As the real dataset sizes are smaller than the synthetic dataset, we by default
consider 10 and 24 workers for the real and synthetic datasets, respectively.
Figs. 2 and 3 corroborate that GADMM outperforms the benchmark algorithms by
several orders of magnitudes, thanks to its parallel updates of workers communicating only
with two neighbors. For linear regression with the synthetic dataset, Fig. 2 shows that
all variants of GADMM with ρ = 3, 5, and 7 achieve the target objective error of 10−4 in
less than 1,000 iterations, whereas GD, LAG-PS, and LAG-WK require more than 50,000
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Figure 2: Objective error and its corresponding total communication cost comparison between
GADMM and five benchmark algorithms, in linear regression with synthetic (N = 24) and
real (N = 10) datasets.
iterations to achieve the same target error. Furthermore, the TC of GADMM with ρ = 5 is
9 times lower than that of LAG-WK. Table 1 shows similar results for different numbers of
workers, only except for linear regression with the smallest 14 workers, in which LAG-WK
achieves the lowest TC. For logistic regression, Fig. 3 validates that GADMM outperforms
the benchmark algorithms, as in the case of linear regression in Fig. 2.
Next, comparing the results with the Body Fat dataset in Fig. 2 and the Derm dataset
in Fig. 3, we observe that the optimal ρ depends on the data distribution across workers.
Namely, when the local data samples of each worker are highly correlated with the other
workers’ samples (i.e., Body Fat dataset), the local optimal of each worker is very close to
the global optimal. Therefore, reducing the penalty for the disagreement between θn and
θn+1 by lowering ρ yields faster convergence. Following the same reasoning, higher ρ provides
faster convergence when the local data samples are independent of each other (i.e., Derm
dataset in Fig. 3 and synthetic datasets in Figs. 2 and 3).
Fig. 4-(a) and (b) demonstrate that GADMM is communication efficient under different
network topologies. In fact, the TC calculations of GADMM in Table 1 and Fig. 2 rely on a
unit communication cost for all communication links, i.e., Lmn,t = L
c
n,t = L
c
BC,t = 1, which
may not capture the communication efficiency of GADMM under a generic network topology.
Instead, here we illustrate the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of TC by observing
1,000 different network topologies. At the beginning of each observation, 24 workers are
randomly distributed over a 10×10 m2 square area. In GADMM, workers are associated
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Figure 3: Objective error and its corresponding total communication cost comparison
between GADMM and five benchmark algorithms, in logistic regression with synthetic
(N = 24) and real (N = 10) datasets.
based on the nearest neighbor rule, whereas in centralized algorithms, the worker closest
to the center becomes a central worker associating with all the other workers. When an
association distance between workers n and k at t is dmn,t, unicast costs L
m
n,t and L
c
n,t are
given as 1/(dmn,t)
2 for compensating its distance loss, i.e., channel inversion power control
cost under free-space channels (Tse and Viswanath, 2005). For centralized algorithms, the
broadcast cost LcBC,t is determined by the longest association distance from the central
worker, given as 1/(max{dmn,t} d
m
n,t)
2. The CDF results in Fig. 4-(a) and (b) show that with
high probability, GADMM achieves much lower TC in both linear and logistic regression
tasks for a generic network topology, compared to other baseline algorithms.
Fig. 4-(c) validates that GADMM guarantees the consensus on the model parameters of
all workers when training converges. Indeed, GADMM complies only with the constraint
θn = θn+1 in (3), and may therefore violate the original consensus constraint θn = θ in (5)
during training. Nevertheless, we observe in Fig. 4-(c) that the average consensus constraint
violation (ACV), defined as
∑N−1
n=1 |θ(k)n − θ(k)n+1|/N , goes to zero with the number of iterations.
Specifically, AVC becomes 8×10−7 after 495 iterations at which the loss becomes 1×10−4.
This underpins that GADMM is robust against its consensus violations temporarily at the
early phase of training, thereby achieving the average consensus at the end.
Finally, we extend GADMM to D-GADMM, and evaluate its performance with 4 workers
under the time-varying network topology depicted in Fig. 5-(a). The topology changes every
10 iterations for the first 30 iterations, and then it keeps the last topology. In contrast to
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Figure 4: The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of total communication cost (TC)
in (a) linear and (b) logistic regression by uniformly randomly distributed 24 workers with
1,000 observations, and (c) the average consensus constraint violation (ACV) of GADMM in
logistic regression by 4 workers.
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Figure 5: An illustration of (a) a time-varying network topology with 4 workers, and (b) the
objective error and total communication cost of D-GADMM under the topology in logistic
regression with the real dataset.
GADMM wherein the worker connectivity graph is kept unchanged, D-GADMM updates
its connectivity graph based on the changed communication cost Lmn,t. This is done by
exchanging pilot signals whose communication overhead is assumed to be negligible as
compared to the model parameter exchanges, and the details are deferred to Appendix D.
In logistic regression with Derm dataset, as observed in Fig. 5-(b), the TC of D-GADMM is
significantly reduced compared to GADMM, by reconsidering the worker’s connectivity with
neighbors once the topology starts to change. In spite of the reduction in TC, it is important
to note that D-GADMM does not compromise the convergence rate and optimality compared
to GADMM.
7. Conclusions and Future work
In this paper, we formulate a constrained optimization problem for distributed machine
learning applications, and propose a novel decentralized algorithm based on ADMM, termed
GADMM to solve this problem. GADMM is shown to achieve an o(1/k) rate of convergence,
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while maximizing the communication efficiency of each worker by allowing it to communicate
with only two neighbors. Extensive simulations in linear and logistic regression with synthetic
and real datasets show significant improvements in convergence rate and communication
overhead. Furthermore, we extend GADMM to D-GADMM that accounts for time-varying
network topologies. Both analysis and simulations confirm that D-GADMM achieves the
same convergence rate as GADMM with low communication overhead under topology
changes’ scenario. The cost of connectivity graph updates may not always be negligible,
particularly for a large number of workers with high mobility. Optimizing the graph updating
frequency for a given temporal network dynamics could therefore be an interesting topic for
future study.
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 1
Proof of statement (i): We note that fn(θn) for all n is closed, proper, and convex, hence
Lρ is sub-differentiable. Since θk+1n∈Nh minimizes Lρ(θn∈Nh ,θkn∈Nt ,λn), the following must
hold true for every n ∈ Nh at each iteration k + 1
0 ∈ ∂fn(θk+1n∈Nh)− λk+1n−1 + λk+1n + sk+1n∈Nh . (31)
The result in (31) implies that θk+1n∈Nh minimizes the following convex objective function
fn(θn) + 〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n + sk+1n∈Nh ,θn〉. (32)
Next, since θk+1n∈Nh is the minimizer of (32), then, it holds that
fn(θ
k+1
n∈Nh) + 〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n + sk+1n∈Nh ,θk+1n∈Nh〉 ≤ fn(θ?)+ 〈−λk+1n−1+λk+1n +sk+1n∈Nh ,θ?〉 (33)
where θ? is the optimal value of the problem in (4)-(5). Similarly for θk+1n∈Nt satisfies (11)
and it holds that
fn(θ
k+1
n∈Nt) + 〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n ,θk+1n∈Nt〉 ≤ fn(θ?) + 〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n ,θ?〉. (34)
Add (33) and (34), and then take the summation over all the workers, we get
N∑
n=1
fn(θ
k+1
n ) +
∑
n∈Nt
〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n ,θk+1n 〉+
∑
n∈Nh
〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n + sk+1n∈Nh ,θk+1n 〉
≤
N∑
n=1
fn(θ
?) +
∑
n∈Nt
〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n ,θ?〉+
∑
n∈Nh
〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n + sk+1n∈Nh ,θ?〉 (35)
After rearranging the terms, we get
N∑
n=1
fn(θ
k+1
n )−
N∑
n=1
fn(θ
?) ≤
∑
n∈Nt
〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n ,θ?n〉+
∑
n∈Nh
〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n ,θ?〉
−
∑
n∈Nt
〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n ,θk+1n 〉−
∑
n∈Nh
〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n ,θk+1n 〉
+
∑
n∈Nh
〈sk+1n∈Nh ,θ? − θk+1n 〉. (36)
Note that we can write∑
n∈Nh
〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n ,θn〉 =〈λk+11 ,θ1〉− 〈λk+12 ,θ3〉+ 〈λk+13 ,θ3〉+ · · ·
· · · − 〈λk+1N−2,θN−1〉+ 〈λk+1N−1,θN−1〉, (37)
and ∑
n∈Nt
〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n ,θn〉 =− 〈λk+11 ,θ2〉+ 〈λk+12 ,θ2〉− 〈λk+13 ,θ4〉+ · · ·
· · · − 〈λk+1N−1,θN〉+ 〈λk+1N−1,θN〉. (38)
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From (37) and (38), at θk+1n , it holds that∑
n∈Nt
〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n ,θk+1n 〉+
∑
n∈Nh
〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n ,θk+1n 〉
= 〈λk+11 ,θk+11 − θk+12 〉+ 〈λk+12 ,θk+12 − θk+13 〉+ · · ·+ 〈λk+1N−1,θk+1N−1 − θk+1N 〉
= 〈λk+11 , rk+11,2 〉+ 〈λk+12 , rk+12,3 〉+ · · ·+ 〈λk+1N−1, rk+1N−1,N〉, (39)
where for the second equality, we have used the definition of primal residuals defined after
(17). Similarly, it holds for θ? as∑
n∈Nt
〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n ,θ?n〉+
∑
n∈Nh
〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n ,θ?n〉
= 〈λk+11 ,θ?1 − θ?2〉+ 〈λk+12 ,θ?2 − θk+13 〉+ · · ·+ 〈λk+1N−1,θ?N−1 − θ?N〉
= 0. (40)
The equality in (40) holds since θ?n − θ?n+1 = 0 for all n. Next, substituting the results from
(39) and (40) into (36), we get
N∑
n=1
fn(θ
k+1
n )−
N∑
n=1
fn(θ
?) ≤ −
N−1∑
n=1
〈λk+1n , rk+1n,n+1〉+
∑
n∈Nh
〈sk+1n∈Nh ,θ?n − θk+1n 〉, (41)
which concludes the proof of statement (i) of Lemma 1.
Proof of statement (ii): The proof of this lemma is along the similar line as in (Boyd
et al., 2011, A.3) but is provided here for completeness. We note that for a saddle point
(θ?n,λ
?
n) of L0(θn,λn), it holds that
L0(θ?n,λ?n) ≤ L0(θk+1n ,λ?n) (42)
for all n. Substituting the expression for the Lagrangian from (6) on the both sides of (42),
we get
N∑
n=1
fn(θ
?
n) ≤
N∑
n=1
fn(θ
k+1
n ) +
N−1∑
n=1
〈λ?n, rk+1n,n+1〉. (43)
After rearranging the terms, we get
N∑
n=1
fn(θ
k+1
n )−
N∑
n=1
fn(θ
?
n) ≥ −
N−1∑
n=1
〈λ?n, rk+1n,n+1〉 (44)
which is the statement (ii) of Lemma 1.
Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 2
To proceed with the analysis, add (41) and (44), multiply by 2, we get
2
N−1∑
n=1
〈λk+1n − λ?n, rk+1n,n+1〉+ 2
∑
n∈Nh
〈sk+1n∈Nh ,θk+1n − θ?n〉 ≤ 0. (45)
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From the dual update in (9), we have λk+1n = λ
k
n + ρr
k+1
n,n+1 and (45) can be written as
2
N−1∑
n=1
〈λkn + ρrk+1n,n+1 − λ?n, rk+1n,n+1〉+ 2
∑
n∈Nh
〈sk+1n∈Nh ,θk+1n − θ?n〉 ≤ 0. (46)
Note that the first term on the left hand side of (46) can be written as
N−1∑
n=1
2〈λkn − λ?n, rk+1n,n+1〉+ ρ
∥∥∥rk+1n,n+1∥∥∥2 + ρ∥∥∥rk+1n,n+1∥∥∥2 . (47)
Replacing rk+1n,n+1 in the first and second terms of (47) with
λk+1n −λkn
ρ , we get
N−1∑
n=1
(2/ρ)〈λkn − λ?n,λk+1n − λkn〉+ (1/ρ)
∥∥∥λk+1n − λkn∥∥∥2 + ρ∥∥∥rk+1n,n+1∥∥∥2 . (48)
Using the equality λk+1n − λkn = (λk+1n − λ?n)− (λkn − λ?n), we can write (48) as
N−1∑
n=1
(2/ρ)〈λkn−λ?n, (λk+1n −λ?n)− (λkn−λ?n)〉+(1/ρ)
∥∥∥(λk+1n −λ?n)− (λkn−λ?n)∥∥∥2 + ρ∥∥∥rk+1n,n+1∥∥∥2
=
N−1∑
n=1
(2/ρ)〈λkn − λ?n,λk+1n − λ?n〉− (2/ρ)
∥∥∥λkn − λ?n∥∥∥2 + (1/ρ) ∥∥∥λk+1n − λ?n∥∥∥2
− (2/ρ)〈λk+1n − λ?n,λkn − λ?n〉+ 1/ρ
∥∥∥λkn − λ?n∥∥∥2 + ρ∥∥∥rk+1n,n+1∥∥∥2 (49)
=
N−1∑
n=1
[
(1/ρ)
∥∥∥λk+1n − λ?n∥∥∥2 − (1/ρ) ∥∥∥λkn − λ?n∥∥∥2 + ρ∥∥∥rk+1n,n+1∥∥∥2 ]. (50)
Next, consider the second term on the left hand side of (46), from the equality sk+1n∈Nh =
ρ(θk+1n−1 − θkn−1) + ρ(θk+1n+1 − θkn+1) for all n ∈ Nh, it holds that
2
∑
n∈Nh
〈sk+1n∈Nh ,θk+1n − θ?n〉 (51)
= 2
∑
n∈Nh
〈ρ(θk+1n−1 − θkn−1) + ρ(θk+1n+1 − θkn+1),θk+1n − θ?n〉
=
∑
n∈Nh
(
2ρ〈θk+1n−1 − θkn−1,θk+1n − θ?n〉+ 2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θkn+1,θk+1n − θ?n〉
)
.
Note that θk+1n = −rk+1n−1,n + θk+1n−1 = rk+1n,n+1 + θk+1n+1 and θ?n = θ?n−1 = θ?n+1 = θ?, which
implies that we can rewrite the equation in (51) as follows
2
∑
n∈Nh
〈sk+1n∈Nh ,θk+1n − θ?〉 (52)
=
∑
n∈Nh
(
− 2ρ〈θk+1n−1 − θkn−1, rk+1n−1,n〉+ 2ρ〈θk+1n−1 − θkn−1,θk+1n−1 − θ?〉
+ 2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θkn+1, rk+1n,n+1〉+ 2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θkn+1,θk+1n+1 − θ?〉
)
.
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Using the equalities,
θk+1n−1 − θ? =(θk+1n−1 − θkn−1) + (θkn−1 − θ?)
θk+1n+1 − θ? =(θk+1n+1 − θkn+1) + (θkn+1 − θ?), (53)
we rewrite the right hand side of (52) as∑
n∈Nh
(
− 2ρ〈θk+1n−1 − θkn−1, rk+1n−1,n〉+ 2ρ〈θk+1n−1 − θkn−1, (θk+1n−1 − θkn−1) + (θkn−1 − θ?)〉 (54)
+ 2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θkn+1, rk+1n,n+1〉+ 2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θkn+1, (θk+1n − θkn+1) + (θkn+1 − θ?)〉
)
=
∑
n∈Nh
(
− 2ρ〈θk+1n−1 − θkn−1, rk+1n−1,n〉+ 2ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n−1 − θkn−1∥∥∥2 + 2ρ〈θk+1n−1 − θkn−1,θkn−1 − θ?〉
+ 2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θkn+1, rk+1n,n+1〉+ 2ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n+1 − θkn+1∥∥∥2 + 2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θkn+1,θkn+1 − θ?n+1〉).
Further using the equalities
θk+1n−1 − θkn−1 =(θk+1n−1 − θ?)− (θkn−1 − θ?)
θk+1n+1 − θkn+1 =(θk+1n+1 − θ?)− (θkn+1 − θ?), (55)
we can write (54) as∑
n∈Nh
(
− 2ρ〈θk+1n−1 − θkn−1, rk+1n−1,n〉+2ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n−1 − θkn−1∥∥∥2+2ρ〈(θk+1n−1−θ?)−(θkn−1−θ?),θkn−1−θ?〉
+ 2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θkn+1, rk+1n,n+1〉+ 2ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n+1 − θkn+1∥∥∥2
+ 2ρ〈(θk+1n+1 − θ?)− (θkn+1 − θ?),θkn+1 − θ?〉
)
(56)
=
∑
n∈Nh
(
− 2ρ〈θk+1n−1 − θkn−1, rk+1n−1,n〉+2ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n−1 − θkn−1∥∥∥2+ 2ρ〈θk+1n−1−θ?,θkn−1−θ?〉
− 2ρ
∥∥∥θkn−1−θ?∥∥∥2 + 2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θkn+1, rk+1n,n+1〉+ 2ρ∥∥∥θk+1n+1 − θkn+1∥∥∥2
+ 2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θ?,θkn+1 − θ?〉− 2ρ
∥∥∥θkn+1 − θ?∥∥∥2 ). (57)
After rearranging the terms, we can write
=
∑
n∈Nh
(
− 2ρ〈θk+1n−1 − θkn−1, rk+1n−1,n〉+ ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n−1 − θkn−1∥∥∥2 + ρ∥∥∥(θk+1n−1 − θ?)− (θkn−1 − θ?)∥∥∥2
+ 2ρ〈θk+1n−1 − θ?,θkn−1 − θ?〉− 2ρ ‖ θkn−1 − θ? ‖22 +2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θkn+1, rk+1n,n+1〉
+ ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n+1 − θkn+1∥∥∥2 + ρ∥∥∥(θk+1n+1 − θ?)− (θkn+1 − θ?)∥∥∥2
+ 2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θ?,θkn+1 − θ?〉− 2ρ
∥∥∥θkn+1 − θ?∥∥∥2 ). (58)
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Next, expanding the square terms in (58), we get
2
∑
n∈Nh
〈sk+1n∈Nh ,θk+1n − θ?n〉 =
∑
n∈Nh
(
− 2ρ〈θk+1n−1 − θkn−1, rk+1n−1,n〉+ ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n−1 − θkn−1∥∥∥2 (59)
+ ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n−1−θ?∥∥∥2−ρ∥∥∥θkn−1 − θ?∥∥∥2 + 2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θkn+1, rk+1n,n+1〉
+ ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n+1 − θkn+1∥∥∥2 + ρ∥∥∥θk+1n+1 − θ?∥∥∥2 − ρ∥∥∥θkn+1 − θ?∥∥∥2 ).
Substituting the equalities from (50) and (59) to the left hand side of (46), we obtain
N−1∑
n=1
[
(1/ρ)
∥∥∥λk+1n − λ?n∥∥∥2 − (1/ρ) ∥∥∥λkn − λ?n∥∥∥2 + ρ∥∥∥rk+1n,n+1∥∥∥2 ]
+
∑
n∈Nh
(
− 2ρ〈θk+1n−1 − θkn−1, rk+1n−1,n〉+ ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n−1 − θkn−1∥∥∥2 (60)
+ ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n−1−θ?∥∥∥2−ρ∥∥∥θkn−1 − θ?∥∥∥2 + 2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θkn+1, rk+1n,n+1〉
+ ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n+1 − θkn+1∥∥∥2 + ρ∥∥∥θk+1n+1 − θ?∥∥∥2 − ρ∥∥∥θkn+1 − θ?∥∥∥2 ) ≤ 0. (61)
Multiplying both the sides by −1, we get
N−1∑
n=1
[
− (1/ρ)
∥∥∥λk+1n − λ?n∥∥∥2 + (1/ρ)∥∥∥λkn − λ?n∥∥∥2 − ρ∥∥∥rk+1n,n+1∥∥∥2 ]
−
∑
n∈Nh
(
− 2ρ〈θk+1n−1 − θkn−1, rk+1n−1,n〉+ ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n−1 − θkn−1∥∥∥2 (62)
+ ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n−1−θ?∥∥∥2−ρ∥∥∥θkn−1 − θ?∥∥∥2 + 2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θkn+1, rk+1n,n+1〉
+ ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n+1 − θkn+1∥∥∥2 + ρ∥∥∥θk+1n+1 − θ?∥∥∥2 − ρ∥∥∥θkn+1 − θ?∥∥∥2 ) ≥ 0, (63)
After rearranging the terms in (62) and using the definition of the Lyapunov function in
(23), we get
Vk+1 ≤ Vk−
N−1∑
n=1
ρ
∥∥∥rk+1n,n+1∥∥∥2 − ∑
n∈Nh
[
ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n−1 − θkn−1∥∥∥2 + ρ∥∥∥θk+1n+1 − θkn+1∥∥∥2 ]
−
∑
n∈Nh
[
− 2ρ〈θk+1n−1 − θkn−1, rk+1n−1,n〉+ 2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θkn+1, rk+1n,n+1〉
]
. (64)
In order to prove that k+1 is a one step toward the optimal solution or the Lyapunov function
decreases monotonically at each iteration, we need to show that the inner product terms on
the right hand side of term to the right of the inequality is less that zero. In other words, we
need to prove that the term
∑
n∈Nh
[
− 2ρ〈θk+1n−1 − θkn−1, rk+1n−1,n〉+ 2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θkn+1, rk+1n,n+1〉
]
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is always positive. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume N is even.
Therefore, we can write∑
n∈Nh
[
− 2ρ〈θk+1n−1 − θkn−1, rk+1n−1,n〉+ 2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θkn+1, rk+1n,n+1〉
]
(65)
=2ρ
[
〈rk+11,2 ,θk+12 − θk2〉− 〈rk+12,3 ,θk+12 − θk2〉+ 〈rk+13,4 ,θk+14 − θk4〉− 〈rk+14,5 ,θk+14 − θk4〉+
· · ·+ rk+1N−1,N (θk+1N − θkN )
]
=2ρ〈rk+11,2 − rk+12,3 ,θk+12 − θk2〉+ 2ρ〈rk+13,4 − rk+14,5 ,θk+14 − θk4〉+
· · ·+ 2ρ〈rk+1N−1,N ,θk+1N − θkN〉.
We know that θk+1n∈Nt minimizes fn(θn) + 〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n ,θn〉, hence it holds that
fn(θ
k+1
n ) + 〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n ,θk+1n 〉 ≤ fn(θkn) + 〈−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n ,θkn〉, (66)
and θkn∈Nt minimizes fn(θn) + 〈−λkn−1 + λkn,θn〉, which implies that
fn(θ
k
n) + 〈−λkn−1 + λkn,θkn〉 ≤ fn(θk+1n ) + 〈−λkn−1 + λkn,θk+1n 〉. (67)
Adding (66) and (67), we get
〈(−λk+1n−1 + λk+1n )− (−λkn−1 + λkn),θk+1n − θkn〉 ≤ 0. (68)
Further after rearranging, we get
〈(λkn−1 − λk+1n−1) + (λkn − λk+1n ),θk+1n − θkn〉 ≤ 0. (69)
From the notation rk+1n−1,n = (1/ρ)(λ
k+1
n−1−λkn) and rk+1n,n+1 = (1/ρ)(λk+1n −λkn+1), the inequality
in (69) can be written as
−ρ〈rk+1n−1,n − rk+1n,n+1,θk+1n − θkn〉 ≤ 0. (70)
The above inequality implies that
ρ〈rk+1n−1,n − rk+1n,n+1,θk+1n − θkn〉 ≥ 0. (71)
for ρ > 0. Using the inequality in (71) into (65), we get∑
n∈Nh
[
− 2ρ〈θk+1n−1 − θkn−1, rk+1n−1,n〉+ 2ρ〈θk+1n+1 − θkn+1, rk+1n,n+1〉
]
≥ 0. (72)
Next, we use the result in (72) into (64) to get
Vk+1 ≤ Vk−
N−1∑
n=1
ρ
∥∥∥rk+1n,n+1∥∥∥2 − ∑
n∈Nh
[
ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n−1 − θkn−1∥∥∥2 + ρ∥∥∥θk+1n+1 − θkn+1∥∥∥2 ]. (73)
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The result in (73) proves that Vk+1 decreases in each iteration k. Now, since Vk ≥ 0 and Vk ≤
V0, it holds that
[∑N−1
n=1 ρ
∥∥∥rk+1n,n+1∥∥∥2 +∑n∈Nh [ρ∥∥∥θk+1n−1 − θkn−1∥∥∥2 + ρ ∥∥∥θk+1n+1 − θkn+1∥∥∥2 ]
]
is
bounded. Taking the telescopic sum over k in (73) and taking limit K →∞, we get
lim
K→∞
K∑
k=0
[
N−1∑
n=1
ρ
∥∥∥rk+1n,n+1∥∥∥2 + ∑
n∈Nh
[
ρ
∥∥∥θk+1n−1 − θkn−1∥∥∥2 + ρ∥∥∥θk+1n+1 − θkn+1∥∥∥2 ]
]
≤ V0. (74)
The result in (74) implies that the primal residual rk+1n,n+1 → 0 as k →∞ for all n which is
the proof of statement (i) in Theorem 2. Similarly, the norm difference
∥∥∥θk+1n−1 − θkn−1∥∥∥ and∥∥∥θk+1n+1 − θkn+1∥∥∥ goes to 0 as k →∞ which implies that the dual residual skn∈Nh goes to 0 as
k →∞ stated in the statement (ii) of Theorem 2. In order to prove the statement (iii) of
Theorem 2, consider the lower and the upper bounds on the objective function optimality
gap given by
N∑
n=1
[fn(θ
k+1
n )− fn(θ?)] ≤ −
N−1∑
n=1
〈λk+1n , rk+1n,n+1〉+
N∑
n=1,n∈Nh
〈sk+1n∈Nh ,θ?n − θk+1n 〉 (75)
N∑
n=1
[fn(θ
k+1
n )− fn(θ?)] ≥ −
N−1∑
n=1
〈λ?n, rk+1n,n+1〉. (76)
Note that from the results in statement (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2, it holds that the right
hand side of the upper bound in (75) converge to zero as k →∞ and also the right hand
side of the lower bound in (76) converges to zero as k →∞. This implies that
lim
k→∞
N∑
n=1
[fn(θ
k+1
n )− fn(θ?)] = 0 (77)
which is the statement (iii) of Theorem 2.
Appendix C. Proof of Theorem 4: Convergence Rate of GADMM
Let us define wn for all n ∈ Nt and H as follows:
wn :=
 θn−λn−1
λn
 ,H :=
ρATnAn 1
ρI
1
ρI
 , (78)
where, An∈Nt ∈ R(N−1)×d is the sub-matrix of the n-th element when the constraints in
(5) are written in the matrix form, and I ∈ R(N−1)×(N−1) is the identity matrix. From the
definitions in (78), it holds that∑
n∈Nt
[∥∥∥wkn−w?n∥∥∥2
H
−
∥∥∥wk+1n −w?n∥∥∥2
H
]
=
∑
n
1/ρ
(∥∥∥λkn − λ?n∥∥∥2 − ∥∥∥λk+1n − λ?n∥∥∥2)
+
∑
n∈Nt
ρ
(∥∥∥θkn − θ?∥∥∥2 − ∥∥∥θk+1n − θ?∥∥∥2) (79)
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where ‖x‖2H = 〈x,Hx〉. However, the following holds true for the second term on the right
hand side of (79)
∑
n∈Nt
ρ
(∥∥∥θkn − θ?∥∥∥2 − ∥∥∥θk+1n − θ?∥∥∥2)=∑
n∈Nh
(
ρ
(∥∥∥θkn−1 − θ?∥∥∥2 − ∥∥∥θk+1n−1 − θ?∥∥∥2)
+ ρ
(∥∥∥θkn+1 − θ?∥∥∥2 − ∥∥∥θk+1n+1 − θ?∥∥∥2)
)
. (80)
Therefore, the right hand side of (79) reduces to
∑
n∈Nt
[∥∥∥wkn−w?n∥∥∥2
H
−
∥∥∥wk+1n −w?n∥∥∥2
H
]
=
∑
n
1/ρ
(∥∥∥λkn − λ?n∥∥∥2 − ∥∥∥λk+1n − λ?n∥∥∥2) (81)
+
∑
n∈Nh
(
ρ
(∥∥∥θkn−1 − θ?∥∥∥2 − ∥∥∥θk+1n−1 − θ?∥∥∥2)
+ ρ
(∥∥∥θkn+1 − θ?∥∥∥2 − ∥∥∥θk+1n+1 − θ?∥∥∥2)
)
.
However, from (64) in the proof of Theorem 2, it holds that all the three terms on the
right hand side of equality in (81) are monotonically non-increasing. Hence, the term∑
n∈Nt
∥∥wk+1n −wkn∥∥2H is monotonically non-increasing. This implies that the sequence
{wkn}Kk=1 generated by GADMM converges to w?n for all n as K →∞ in the H-norm. Finally,
from the fact that
∑∞
k=1
∥∥wk+1n −wkn∥∥2H <∞ and ∑n∈Nt ∥∥wk+1n −wkn∥∥2H is monotonically
non-increasing, and using the result of Lemma 3, we conclude that
∑
n∈Nt
∥∥wk+1n −wkn∥∥2H =
o(1/k), which is the statement of the Theorem 4.
Appendix D. Example for D-GADMM
To explain phase 1 of D-GADMM algorithm we consider an example that describes five
different scenarios shown in Fig. 6-(a-d). As shown in Fig. 6-(a), worker 2 has a direct
communication link to worker 4, and it does not have a direct communication link to worker
3. The communication cost between any two neighboring workers is also shown in the figure.
For example, the communication cost of the link between worker 1 and 2 in the first scenario
is 4 units. Note that the communication cost could be chosen based on the received Signal
to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) (Compton, 1984). Hence, the link that have lower
SINR will have more communication cost. Considering the topology shown in Fig. 6-(a),
starting from worker 1 (The worker with lowest ID), and following our proposed algorithm,
worker 3 will be chosen as the next neighbor since it has the minimum communication cost
from worker 1’s prospective. Then worker 3 will choose worker 4, and worker 4 will choose
worker 2. Note that as shown in Fig. 6-(a), the logical indices of the workers follow their
positions in the connected graph, i.e., workers 1, 2, 3, and 4 are assigned the logical indices
n = 1, 4, 2, 3 respectively. Workers 1and 4 (n = 1 and n = 3) are assigned to the head group
and workers 3 and 2 (n = 2 and n = 4) are assigned to the tail group.
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Figure 6: An example illustrating the graph building scheme of D-GADMM algorithm.
Fig. 6-(b) and (c) show a scenario in which the topology has changed, and worker 2
has lost its connection to worker 4. If we follow our algorithm for the topology shown in
Fig. 6-(b), when we reach worker 4, we find that it has no direct link to worker 2 (the
remaining set of workers). Therefore, as shown in the figure, worker 2 is connected to worker
1. Fig. 6-c shows the same scenario, but in this case, worker 2 is connected to worker 3
instead of 1 since worker 1 does not have a direct link to worker 2. Therefore, worker 2 is
assigned to the head group. Note that, worker 2 does not have a connection to any other
worker except worker 3. In Fig. 6-(d), we assume that there is a worker 5 that is connected
to only worker 2, so that worker appears in the tail group and it has a link to worker 2 only.
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